Transforming Systems to Fully Leverage/Enable
Distributed Cloud and Communications
Distributed Cloud Platform
Reconsidering the boundaries of the network to include the edge and the cloud domains and to allow
for joint optimizations across multiple domains belonging to different stakeholders.
Service discovery, chaining,
coordination, and automation
Interplay between
communication and computing
functions
Limitations due to dynamic
environments
Heterogeneity of the computing
environment and the 6G
infrastructure

Evaluate design approaches to assess the right level of coupling
between communication and computing for optimized
scalability, complexity, and performance of distributed cloud
platforms.

Air Interface for Distributed Cloud
Air interface features on to enable distributed computing services and smart resource management in
6G, and address specific computing workload requirements.
Enabling intelligence across
device and network
Smart resource management
in 6G system
Computing workload
requirements and cooperative
tasks
Joint optimization of compute
model/data

Enabling distributed computing services and smart resource
management in 6G systems including joint computing resource
control and communication resource control.

Network Disaggregation
Deconstruction of monolithic networking systems into separate components or subsystems, allowing
selective integration of these components according to differing requirements, technology choices, or
different vendor origin.
Hardware (H/W) and Software
(S/W) with increasing role for
open H/W and S/W platforms
Separation of control,
management, and user/data
plane functions
Radio access into components
that implement discrete
functions at different network
layers

Applying network disaggregation at a foundational level enables
physical separation, such as geo-distributed deployments across
sites and proper placing algorithms to determine optimal
hosting cloud for components.

Enhancements to Application Frameworks
6G system will require a rich ecosystem of 6G application services integrating with the 6G core network
and 6G radio access network.
Changes in user policies and
allocation of network resources
On-demand Quality of
Experience (QoE) provisioning
based on application
requirements
Automated and accountable
management and user visibility
of services
End-to-end trust, security, and
data privacy

Methods to support dynamic changes in user policy and
allocation of network resources for a variety of sensing
applications, specialized subnetworks and functions that
exchange metrics.

UE-RAN-CORE Architecture
For 6G, Non-Access Stratum (NAS) Protocol architecture needs to be redesigned such that it supports
Distributed NAS Terminations across multiple network function types in a 1:N fashion.

Distributed NAS termination
architectural design
RAN-CORE service-based
architecture design

Evaluate adaptability and impact of service-based interfaces
(SBI) on RAN and CORE NFs and architectural impacts of
Distributed NAS Termination on UE-RAN-CORE NFs.

